I just wanted to express my gratitude towards all you out there for hooking me up with some wicked figures
and/or cash! I really appreciate it!!
Now on with the building directions:
First of all you will need to get a few supplies (all easily obtainable):
Steel or Aluminum Ruler (Dollar Store $1)
Can Spray Adhesive (Wal-Mart $5, “Ahlmers” or “3-M”)
Magazine Backboards (Comic Shop 50 for $4) or Cereal Boxes (for the builder on a budget!)
Permanent Markers (at least Black and preferably Brown, Dollar Store $1)
Hot Mini Glue Gun & Pack of Glue Sticks (Dollar Store $2)
High Quality Printer (or get the designs printed at the Local Print shop for $.50 a page)
Microsoft Word (to load the designs)
Precision & Patience!!
Alright once you have all the required supplies and the Designs Printed out, be ready to build!! I would
advise you do all the terrain pieces first! All you have to do is spray the adhesive on the back of the design
and a magazine backboard flatten it out and cut out! Once those are done start with B-3.
Construction of B-3:
Step One: (do Outside on a large piece of cardboard, or newspapers)
First start off with getting familiar with the can of Spray Adhesive (Follow the directions on the can).You
want to spray just enough glue in an even coat to both the brown side of the cardboard (Magazine
Backboard), and the back of the design printout. Then all you do is line up the page with the Backboard and
flatten it out…smooth out the paper on the cardboard and your set!!
Step Two:
Cutting and scoring. Some areas your going to want cut right through the Cardboard (cutting). Other areas
(like the tabs) you want to score the cardboard (cut half way through) so when you fold it 90 degrees it
leaves a nice clean edge.
Typical areas to Cut right through
Typical areas to Score (cut half
way through
Step Three:
Peel
So go through all the B-3 Designs with your X-acto Knife
and Ruler and score all the tabs. Then cut all the
appropriate areas. Once you have the 2 sides, the 2 ends,
the roof and base cut out you want to fold all the tabs you
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have scored and Peel a thin layer from the cardboard off
the Tab side. (So it will fit flush)
So all you have to do now is use your Permanent Markers
to color the Cut and Scored edges.

Tab
Folding the tab
back

Step Four:
Plug in and heat up your Glue Gun. Once the glue is hot enough, start by gluing one tab at a time,
starting with the walls (ends). Try to line up the corners of the building as best as possible. Once the walls are a
box glue on the Roof and Finally on to the base!!
VOILLA!!!!!! Any questions don’t hesitate to ask!! (I tried to explain the best I could!!)
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